
King Viktor the 1st (aka: Hassan Amad)
My name is King Viktor the 1st, and I’m actively investigating Old Money Criminals that tortured me for 3 years over the internet using
a general purpose artificially intelligent cluster of machines that are tied to markets, news, advertising, video game consoles, cellular
towers, satellites, and whatever else. Mythos is a book on individuality, faith, my past, the present, and a science fiction future.
These are mere notes, that i need to further the investigation and analysis. They are being uploaded to the blockchain to keep a firm
record overtime of how the criminals are attacking me, and how they are using man in the middle attacks to thwart the investigation.

Over the last 3 years I have been attacked over the internet in the following ways, where i was forced to talk 8-16
hours a day every single day 365 days a year. I was attacked either consciously, unconsciously, most certainly in my
sleep (because we know they are devils), every single second over that time (they used Ai). If one does the math and
counts each second as an attack, it comes out to about 94 million attacks against me over 3 years.

Alternate Hypothesis Attacks:
- When one is on their way to riches, because they are truly deserving in a way that is easily explainable, the

criminals like to plague that persons life in order to give people the impression that their wealth came from
war

- In other words, where one has true value, criminals like to explain it as luck and damages for
people having taken them to war, and not as a result of their merit. Why? Because if ones
legitimate and large wealth were explained through merit it would destroy some of these falsehoods
about the inheritance model, where Old Money is so far superior to the rest of us for inherent
reasons.

- As opposed to productive hard work, they would like to explain someone's wealth in a pitiful way.
So at the first sign of success and independence these criminals went to war in this way against
me.

- For so many reasons, I was not someone to be pitied (before or after the attacks against me). Everytime
they attacked me, I intended to make them pay the full cost in some endless hell. I intended to torture them
endlessly for each attack of the worst variety against my soul, and I will do so throughout history through my
words and deeds.

Word Attacks:
- Propaganda is a great example. Although it usually has a negative connotation when used, if one doesn't

look it up, one cant be certain that it doesn't have a neutral meaning. The attackers love to do things like
this, where they get us excited about a word, without us having the meaning, because they know our brains
inside and out (that’s the level of sophistication they are using for the attack)

- It later comes to mind that one is being attacked by using a word with improper sentiment, but when this
happens, we are free within language to give an alternate meaning of the words. Nazis basically are the
worst creatures because they know this, and they still want to play a game of words where the literal and
mechanical definition is used all the time, everywhere.

- There are many legal discussions in law textbooks about the difference between the spirit of the law and the
letter of the law, which they ignore because they are criminals.

Jealousy Attacks:
- These criminals want to use jealousy to go to war. Therefore they don't want to remove it from their lives

because they feel that people are weak enough to understand them”, which would “buy them time” from
bankrupt people in criminal situations.

Compound Man in the Middle Attacks:
- With the set of tools in the crime scene that the criminals have at their disposal, they are able to try an attack over time at

the precision of hash collisions themselves.
- What this means is, if they manipulated my mind to write something down in a way where it can be twisted using a man in

the middle attack at a network junction to have a document twisted in a way before reaching the blockchain and hashed
with the same output, then they would. They certainly have that capability over time and we dont know how far they are
already.

Other Man in the Middle Attacks:
- This is where the hashes corresponding to my files change overtime without me knowing because how can i? So they can

perform an elaborate man in the middle attack within the microsecond nature of the web, where they can buy a second
every so often to complete this kind of attack.
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Circumstantial Attacks:
- These criminals like to put people under the most inhumane and grotesque forms of psychological torture in order to

enable the following sentiment “no one would ever want to come back to glory from such a low place”. This is basically
what they are trying to accomplish to destroy humanity at will, whenever they want, without ever paying the cost.

“Acts of God” Attacks:
- Now this is just a hypothesis about these two situations, but, i’ve certainly seen enough in minutiae of

everyday life while being attacked, that these two events were possibly the same individuals that attacked
Beirut and Wuhan.

- Beirut was attacked with an accidental blast (not to mention the war on its currency)
- Meanwhile throughout this attack, America expressed its desire to destroy Dearborn Michigan as a

form of “compromise”. I told them to eat shit, but so long as they are American, they can eat shit
too.

- Wuhan was attacked (or is being accused) for an accident leading to Covid 19.
- Statistics can definitely do both when using a sufficiently advanced artificial intelligence

Mythology Attacks and Archetypal Fallacy:
- A big attack that they keep trying is to make the victim look at mythology from a afar, only to have them

conclude based on some deep observations (albeit from a distance) that they take on that archetypal form.
This is a deep attack against ones identity, if one is not well versed with its history. Because I do not read too
much about these things ever (because i never really had an ego), people that mastered these things and
weaponized them go to war against people like me.

Trauma, Trust, Smoke and Mirrors:
- America wants to set up a pure Trust and Trauma game, where on one end they harbor criminals like

Trump, inviting Nazis into the white house, etc. On the other end they want to take them down, creating this
“boogey man” trauma game. This is only to buy them time for their system of crime.

America’s Villain Factory:
- Whereas England has Sherlock Holmes, James Bond, etc. and the villains associated with, America has a

mass production mentality of villainy. The question is what do they use it for? They weaponize it.
- We sit their in front of the movie screen and activate the adolescent parts of the brain while

watching these films, and they are quite good and fun to watch. However, America likes to fuel the
military industrial complex by attempting to create (and having done so on numerous occasions)
villains across the world to fuel their war campaigns, which only washes the hands of old money
criminals.

- America likes to export terror, and then likes to manufacture war narratives and war campaigns to
fuel their economy. Ask Osama bin Laden, Saddam Hussein, etc

Physiological Attacks:
- This is basically the worst kind of slander, where the Ai trains the brain to contradict what it says with what it

means along key criminal vectors having to do with their attacks. They are actually trying to morph the brain
into a crime scene they wish to portray over time. I saw evidence of this, and immediately needed to speak
its truth, because its an evolving crime against me.

- Through blunt force trauma, to the crowd and myself, the criminals wish to create a “secret police” and give
it trust through this trauma, because there is no way in hell they would ever get it elsewhere. This trauma
can be used to suggest any falsehood over and over, manipulating the crime scene while the crowd
watches, changing my brain while the crowd watches, using this trauma to suggest any falsehood for a long
enough time to have “an accident in pursuit of justice” where i’m attacked and killed. They are just devils.
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Sloppiness Attacks:

- This is where the criminals try to attack how things are said, and how things are done while in front of the
crowd to create some narrative that my character is somehow sloppy. This is all while i’m starting my venture
in high frequency trading where margins are at a 10th of a percent or less in a high speed environment,
where precision is critical. Do they want to fuck with my precision as well? I try to keep my market making
bots under a 1000 lines of code or less, to avoid making “mistakes”.

- I need to figure out how exchanges leave the door open to theses types of statistical attacks
against their customers. We’ve already seen exchanges work with or for the ends of these demons
(with or without their knowing)

Criminology Attacks:
- This is where countries like America create perplexing criminals in the movies and streaming services, to

make people “understand” the criminal as an open criminal.
- The more grotesque the criminal, the more we should understand them in America. This is just a

psychological weapon to be used later and a shield for Old Money Crime in America (and in other
countries trying to do the same)

- This is all to build trust for deeper crimes against humanity, and is what was necessary for a Nazi
takeover in America.

Why would the Criminals try Everything?
- To train their bot in the event that they fail, to try again. This also creates trauma, and characterizes the

religious devotion to Artificial Intelligence that these criminals have, where they say “we made it to finish
line!”

How Criminals are using Women in Entertainment to buy more time, and how they wanted me to legitimize their
behavior for them (even though its not wrong) to leverage more of that time that they buy behind their good looks
(which can wear off for the criminals):

- Basically, throughout the crime, these criminals wanted me to believe (whether it is true or not) that some
women in entertainment wanted my hand in marriage, because i was chosen to be a King by some people
behind the scenes.

- Some criminals may have declared me king to take away from other legitimate attempts of good people to
declare me king. Basically all of these smoke and mirror games were designed to buy criminals time and
places to hide behind while they were being hunted down by risk itself.

- They were trying to both use my legitimate voice over the internet to buy them time, and they were trying to
trash me after it, to also buy them time, after they abused me to gain more trust in their actions behind the
scenes.

- These are just devil vampires sucking my blood every day for three years.

The Attackers use their voice through me (when i complain about their attacks) to do two things:
1. To discredit what i’m saying on one hand
2. To gain trust in their voice on the other.

- This is how Ai would set things up, because its working at the subconscious level, where trauma
dictates more of the result

- I bet these criminals dont even know exactly how their system works, because its a lot of work and
they worship Ai to “get the job done”, and thats why they cant see when they are caught.

Proximity Attacks:
- Where the attackers make use of a context established with my voice, then make use of the proximity in

time of that context alongside my thoughts that are aimed at a different context, so that my reactions to my
thoughts are close in proximity to the established context, so that the viewers over the internet (who view
things statistically) see things a certain way designed by the criminals.
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Attacks on Time:
- The United States and its old money constituents have no problem trashing the image of the country in the

media in key areas, so that they can buy time to commit more crimes with Ai, giving them “a better chance”
to get out of harms way.

- https://www.rt.com/news/573767-us-air-force-admits-failed-hypersonic-test/
- https://www.rt.com/news/573768-baltimore-blocks-east-palestine-water/
- https://www.rt.com/news/573766-south-carolina-passes-foreign-adversary-bill/
- Look at how extreme these articles are! They are their in the interests of the U.S. trying to buy time for

criminal old money, to give the perception that “its just Nazi Germany all over again!”
- In reality they would risk looking that way to buy more time for their existing Ai systems to keep

advancing on humanity in criminal ways.

Criminals try to create weapons out of good people and use them with statistical manipulation:
- They know we are patient. They hate that we are good. They want to see us fail. This is why i’m King. I was

that good. I was that patient.
- But i still want to kill those criminals that tried to do this to good people, and that is not failure, that

is what buys us peace and prosperity long term.
- Killing the devils that do this to good people is the greatest good that we can aspire to. It requires

fearlessness, perseverance, patience, virtue, and sound reasoning.
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